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KEY=AMONG - DARIO LOGAN
Among the Impostors In a future where the law limits a family to only two children, third-born Luke has been in hiding
for the entire twelve years of his life, until he enters boarding school under an assumed name and is forced to face his
fears. Among the Hidden Simon and Schuster In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family
to only two children, Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and fear on his family's farm
in this start to the Shadow Children series from Margaret Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never
had a birthday party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has never had a friend. Luke is one of
the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with
a new housing development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go outside.
Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face in the window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally,
he's met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk everything to come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to
become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he aﬀord not to? Among the Impostors Simon & Schuster Books for Young
Readers Danger continues to loom over Luke now that he's out of hiding in the second book in bestselling author
Margaret Peterson Haddix's Shadow Children series. Luke Garner is an illegal third child. All his life has been spent in
hiding. Now, for the ﬁrst time, Luke is living among others. He has assumed a deceased boy's identity and is attending
Hendricks School for Boys, a windowless building with cruel classmates and oblivious teachers. Luke knows he has to
blend in, but he lives in constant fear that his behavior will betray him. Then one day Luke discovers a door to the
outside. He knows that beyond the walls of Hendricks lie the secrets he is desperate to uncover. What he doesn't know
is whom he can trust -- and where the answers to his questions may lead him... Among the Betrayed Simon and
Schuster Thirteen-year-old Nina is imprisoned by the Population Police, who give her the option of helping them
identify illegal "third-born" children, or facing death. Among the Barons Simon and Schuster In this fourth installment
of a series about a society that allows only two children per family, Luke Garner is ﬁnally adjusting to his new life at
Hendricks School as Lee Grant. While the Grants belong to the highest class of society called the Barons, Luke avoids
snobbish aﬀectations and befriends his classmates, who are also illegal thirds. When the real Lee Grant's younger
brother arrives at the school, along with his ﬁerce body guard, Luke worries that Smits will expose him to the
government. However, Smits has come to enlist Luke's help in discovering how his older brother really died, suspecting
that he was murdered. The intrigue and danger grow more acute when both boys are called "home" and Luke discovers
that the Grants have plans for him that could turn out to be fatal. Among the Free Simon and Schuster When thirteenyear-old Luke Garner unwittingly sets oﬀ a rebellion which sweeps the country and ousts the Population Police from
power, he quickly realizes that the new regime is corrupt and he may hold the only key to true freedom. The Shadow
Children, the Complete Series Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors; Among the Betrayed; Among the Barons;
Among the Brave; Among the Enemy; Among the Free Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers To be a third child is
to be in constant danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a boxed set of all seven books in the perennially popular Shadow
Children series. Imagine a world where families are allowed only two children. Illegal third children—shadow
children—must live in hiding. If they are discovered, there is only one punishment: Death. For the ﬁrst time, all seven
books in this beloved and bestselling series are available together in an attractive boxed set. Ideal for newcomers to
the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the Betrayed,
Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and Among the Free. Among the Brave Simon and Schuster In
the aftermath of a crisis that threatens the safety of all shadow children -- illegal third-borns in a society that allows
only two children per family -- Trey's friends expect him to take charge -- a function he doesn't want or think he can do.
Trey's new role leads him to travel with Luke Garner's brother, Mark, to Population Police headquarters. There he
impersonates an oﬃcer to try to rescue Luke, who has been taken prisoner. The nonstop adventure puts all three boys
in danger and risks exposing the underground movement to help all shadow children. In this, the ﬁfth book in the
Shadow Children series, Margaret Peterson Haddix returns to the futuristic setting and compelling characters she
created in Among the Hidden. With an adrenaline-fueled plot and surprising twists, Haddix has again crafted a story
that is suspenseful until the last page. The Shadow Children Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors Simon and
Schuster In a future where the law limits a family to only two children, third-born Luke has been in hiding for twelve
years, until another "third" convinces him that the government is wrong and he then enters boarding school under an
assumed name. Among the Enemy Simon and Schuster HIDE OR FIGHT? Matthias, an illegal third child, is caught in the
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cross ﬁre between rebels and the Population Police. When he unwittingly saves a Population Police oﬃcer, Matthias is
brought to Population Police headquarters to train as an oﬃcer himself. There he meets Nina, another third-born who
enlists his help in a plot to undermine the Population Police. But Matthias is under constant scrutiny, and he has no
idea whom he can trust. What can one boy do against a wicked bureaucracy? Among the Hidden Simon & Schuster
Books for Young Readers In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two children,
Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and fear on his family's farm in this start to the
Shadow Children series from Margaret Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never had a birthday
party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has never had a friend. Luke is one of the shadow
children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with a new
housing development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go outside. Then,
one day Luke sees a girl's face in the window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally, he's
met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk everything to come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to
become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he aﬀord not to? Under Their Skin Simon and Schuster From New York
Times bestselling author Margaret Peterson Haddix comes the ﬁrst book in a “crisp, intriguing, and thoughtprovoking” (Booklist, starred review) new series about twins who are on a quest to discover the secrets being kept by
their new family. Nick and Eryn’s mom is getting remarried, and the twelve-year-old twins are skeptical when she tells
them their lives won’t change much. Well, yes, they will have to move. And they will have a new stepfather,
stepbrother, and stepsister. But Mom tells them not to worry. They won’t ever have to meet their stepsiblings. This
news puzzles Nick and Eryn, so the twins set out on a mission to ﬁnd out who these kids are—and why they’re being
kept hidden. Among the Impostors Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers It was awful. All those eyes, all looking
at him. It was straight out of Luke's worst nightmares. Panic rooted him to the spot, but every muscle in his body was
screaming for him to run, to hide anywhere he could. For twelve years his entire life he'd had to hide. To be seen was
death. "Don't!" he wanted to scream. "Don't look at me! Don't report me! Please!" But the muscles that controlled his
mouth were as frozen as the rest of him. The tiny part of his mind that wasn't ﬂooded with panic knew that that was
good -- now that he had a fake I.D., the last thing he should do was act like a boy who's had to hide. But to act normal,
he needed to move, to obey the man at the front and sit down. And he couldn't make his body do that, either. -- from
Among the Impostors Luke Garner is terriﬁed. Out of hiding for the ﬁrst time in his life, he knows that any minute one
of his new classmates at Hendricks School for Boys could discover his secret: that he's a third child passing as the
recently deceased Lee Grant. And in a society where it's illegal for families to have more than two children, being a
third child means certain death at the hands of the dreaded Population Police. His ﬁrst experience outside the safety
of his home is bewildering. There's not a single window anywhere in the school; Luke can't tell his classmates apart
(even as they subject him to brutal hazing); and the teachers seem oblivious to it all. Desperate to ﬁt in, Luke endures
the confusion and teasing until he discovers an unlocked door to the outside, and a chance to understand what is
really going on. But to take this chance -- to ﬁnd out the secrets of Hendricks -- Luke will need to put aside his fears
and discover a courage that a lifetime in hiding couldn't thwart. Once again, best-selling author Margaret Peterson
Haddix delights her fans with this spine-tingling account of an all-too-possible future. Among the Impostors is a worthy
companion to Among the Hidden and a heart-stopping thriller in its own right. Hidden Among the Stars NavPress From
the award-winning author of Catching the Wind, which Publishers Weekly called “unforgettable” and a “must-read,”
comes another gripping time-slip novel about hidden treasure, a castle, and ordinary people who resisted evil in their
own extraordinary way. The year is 1938, and as Hitler’s troops sweep into Vienna, Austrian Max Dornbach promises to
help his Jewish friends hide their most valuable possessions from the Nazis, smuggling them to his family’s summer
estate near the picturesque village of Hallstatt. He enlists the help of Annika Knopf, his childhood friend and the
caretaker’s daughter, who is eager to help the man she’s loved her entire life. But when Max also brings Luzia Weiss, a
young Jewish woman, to hide at the castle, it complicates Annika’s feelings and puts their entire plan—even their very
lives—in jeopardy. Especially when the Nazis come to scour the estate and ﬁnd both Luzia and the treasure gone.
Eighty years later, Callie Randall is mostly content with her quiet life, running a bookstore with her sister and reaching
out into the world through her blog. Then she ﬁnds a cryptic list in an old edition of Bambi that connects her to
Annika’s story . . . and maybe to the long-buried story of a dear friend. As she digs into the past, Callie must risk
venturing outside the safe world she’s built for a chance at answers, adventure, and maybe even new love. The
Shadow Children, the Complete Series Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors; Among the Betrayed; Among the
Barons; Among the Brave; Among the Enemy; Among the Free Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers To be a third
child is to be in constant danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a boxed set of all seven books in the perennially popular
Shadow Children series. Imagine a world where families are allowed only two children. Illegal third children—shadow
children—must live in hiding. If they are discovered, there is only one punishment: Death. For the ﬁrst time, all seven
books in this beloved and bestselling series are available together in an attractive boxed set. Ideal for newcomers to
the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the Betrayed,
Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and Among the Free. In Over Their Heads Simon and Schuster
Twelve-year-old twins Nick and Eryn and their robot stepsiblings, Jackson and Ava, try to save humanity from killer
robots. Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors Paw Prints In a future where the law limits a family to only two
children, third-born Luke has been in hiding for twelve years, until another "third" convinces him that the government
is wrong and he then enters boarding school under an assumed name. Amongst the Barons The Complete Missing
Collection Found; Sent; Sabotaged; Torn; Caught; Risked; Revealed; Redeemed Simon & Schuster Books For Young
Readers Plunge into the past—and change the course of history—with all eight books in the New York Times bestselling
The Missing series, now available in a collectible boxed set. Thirteen-year-old Jonah has always known that he was
adopted, and he’s never thought it was a big deal. Then he and a neighbor, Chip, who ﬁnds out he’s also adopted,
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begin receiving mysterious letters. Jonah, Chip, and Jonah’s little sister Katherine are plunged into a mystery that
involves the FBI, a vast smuggling operation, an airplane that appeared out of nowhere—and people who seem to
disappear and reappear at will...until they make a staggering discovery: Jonah and Chip, and other kids are actually
missing children from throughout history, stolen for proﬁt by time travelers. Now, they are caught in a battle between
two opposing forces that want very diﬀerent things for them—and their choices will determine the course of their own
lives, and the lives of their friends. Ideal for newcomers to the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes
Found, Sent, Sabotaged, Torn, Caught, Risked, Revealed, and Redeemed. Palace of Mirrors Simon and Schuster Cecelia
looks like a peasant girl and lives in a village so small that it's not even on the map. But she knows that secretly, she is
the true princess, hidden away as a baby to be kept safe from the enemies of the kingdon. A commoner named Desmia
was placed on the throne as a decoy. Cecelia has always known that when it was safe, she would be taken out of hiding
and returned to her rightful place on the throne. Then danger ﬁnds her in her village, and Cecelia has to act. With the
help of her best friend Harper, she decides to take matters into her own hands, relieve Desmia of the the crown, and
take up her own rule. But when they venture from their small village to the capital city and into the famed Palace of
Mirrors, Harper and Cecelia discover that all is not as it seems, and that they have placed themselves in more danger
than ever before. Because of Anya Simon and Schuster Ten-year-old girls don't wear wigs. So why is Anya wearing one?
That's what Keely wants to know. But when Anya's wig falls oﬀ in front of the whole class, Keely realizes what she
really wants is to help Anya, even though she's not sure how--and even though it means she'll have to do something
she's afraid of: stand up to her friends. As for Anya, she just wants her hair to grow back, but no one can tell her
whether it ever will. How can she learn to accept her disease when she can't even look in the mirror? The Beloved
Enemy (House of Winslow Book #30) Baker Books Book 30 of The House of Winslow. Keﬁra Reis, a young Jewish
woman, works in a sweatshop in the New York garment district. When her boss abuses her, she ﬁghts back and ﬂees.
Joshua Winslow has just been released from prison, but when he sets out to ﬁnd honest work, he is attacked by tramps
and badly beaten. A timely encounter with Keﬁra saves his life. Keﬁra encourages Josh to live out his dream of
becoming an archaeologist, but when they ﬁnally arrive in Egypt, complications arise that threaten their budding
romance--and test their beliefs. The Shadow Children, the Complete Series Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors;
Among the Betrayed; Among the Barons; Among the Brave; Among the Enemy; Among the Free Simon & Schuster
Books for Young Readers To be a third child is to be in constant danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a boxed set of all
seven books in the perennially popular Shadow Children series. Imagine a world where families are allowed only two
children. Illegal third children—shadow children—must live in hiding. If they are discovered, there is only one
punishment: Death. For the ﬁrst time, all seven books in this beloved and bestselling series are available together in
an attractive boxed set. Ideal for newcomers to the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes Among the
Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the Betrayed, Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and
Among the Free. The Shadow Children, the Complete Series Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors; Among the
Betrayed; Among the Barons; Among the Brave; Among the Enemy; Among the Free Simon & Schuster Books for Young
Readers To be a third child is to be in constant danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a boxed set of all seven books in the
perennially popular Shadow Children series. Imagine a world where families are allowed only two children. Illegal third
children—shadow children—must live in hiding. If they are discovered, there is only one punishment: Death. For the
ﬁrst time, all seven books in this beloved and bestselling series are available together in an attractive boxed set. Ideal
for newcomers to the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors,
Among the Betrayed, Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and Among the Free. Running Out of
Time Simon and Schuster Jessie lives with her family in the frontier village of Clifton, Indiana, in 1840...or so she
believes. When diphtheria strikes the village and the children of Clifton start dying, Jessie's mother reveals a shocking
secret -- it's actually 1996, and they are living in a reconstructed village that serves as a tourist site. In the world
outside, medicine exists that can cure the dread disease, and Jessie's mother is sending her on a dangerous mission to
bring back help. But beyond the walls of Clifton, Jessie discovers a world even more alien and threatening than she
could have imagined, and soon she ﬁnds her own life in jeopardy. Can she get help before the children of Clifton, and
Jessie herself, run out of time? Double Identity Simon and Schuster So my only protection is a kindergarten teacher and
a ninety-eight-pound female minister....And they don't even believe I'm in danger. As Bethany approaches her
thirteenth birthday, her parents begin acting more oddly than usual: Her mother cries constantly, and her father
barely lets Bethany out of his sight. Then one morning he hustles the entire family into the car, drives across several
state lines -- and leaves Bethany with an aunt she never knew existed. Bethany has no idea what's going on. She's
worried that her mom and dad are running from some kind of trouble, but she can't ﬁnd out because they won't tell her
where they are going. Bethany's only clue is a few words she overheard her father tell her aunt Myrlie: "She doesn't
know anything about Elizabeth." But Aunt Myrlie won't tell Bethany who Elizabeth is, and she won't explain why people
in her small town react to Bethany as if they've seen a ghost. The mystery intensiﬁes when Bethany gets a package
from her father containing four diﬀerent birth certiﬁcates from four states, with four diﬀerent last names -- and
thousands of dollars in cash. And when a strange man shows up asking questions, Bethany realizes she's not the only
one who's desperate to unravel the secrets of her past. In this exhilarating thriller, Margaret Peterson Haddix crafts a
taut story so full of twists and turns, readers will be gripped until the startling conclusion. Among the Betrayed Simon
& Schuster Books for Young Readers "Everything that had happened to Nina was real. She had real handcuﬀs on her
wrists, real scars on her back, real fear ﬂooding her mind. "'They're going to kill me,' Nina whispered, and it was
almost a relief to ﬁnally, ﬁnally give up hope." In a society that allows no more than two children per family under
penalty of death, third children are forced into hiding, or to live with false identity papers. In Among the Impostors,
Nina Idi was arrested for treason for supposedly trying to trick the Population Police into arresting other students she
said were illegal third children. Now she faces torture or death -- unless she agrees to betray three other imprisoned
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third children. Her dilemma intensiﬁes when she meets the prisoners -- who are only ten, nine, and six. As she did so
brilliantly in the Publishers Weekly best-selling Among the Hidden and in Among the Impostors, Margaret Peterson
Haddix once again brings readers to a world in which nothing is as it seems -- a world in which an imprisonment leads
to an adventure of mind, body, and spirit. Full Ride Simon and Schuster Becca has plenty to hide and everything to
lose—but with her future on the line, she’s willing to risk it all. This gripping novel from New York Times bestselling
author Maragaret Peterson Haddix “will rivet readers” (Publishers Weekly). Becca’s claim to fame is one she’s been
hiding from for the past three years: Her father is a notorious embezzler, and when he was caught, his excuse was,
“How else is a guy like me supposed to put his kid through college?” Three years after the trial and imprisonment that
destroyed Becca’s life, she and her mother have started over again and are living in a town where no one knows their
secret. But as college—and its cost—looms large, Becca begins to wonder how they’ll aﬀord it. And how she can apply
for ﬁnancial aid without divulging her secret? A local scholarship opportunity seems like a dream come true, but as the
application process commences, Becca uncovers a chain of secrets that could destroy everything she’s worked so hard
to build. But the truth could also lead her toward the future she’s always dreamed of… The Shadow Children, the
Complete Series Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors; Among the Betrayed; Among the Barons; Among the Brave;
Among the Enemy; Among the Free Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers To be a third child is to be in constant
danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a boxed set of all seven books in the perennially popular Shadow Children series.
Imagine a world where families are allowed only two children. Illegal third children—shadow children—must live in
hiding. If they are discovered, there is only one punishment: Death. For the ﬁrst time, all seven books in this beloved
and bestselling series are available together in an attractive boxed set. Ideal for newcomers to the series and loyal
fans alike, this collection includes Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the Betrayed, Among the Barons,
Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and Among the Free. Greystone Secrets #3: The Messengers HarperCollins In the
dazzling conclusion to the Greystone Secrets series from New York Times bestselling author Margaret Peterson Haddix,
the Greystones and their doubles, the Gustanos, must team up to save the alternate world—before both worlds are
lost. All secrets are revealed in this page-turning, suspenseful story that shows the importance of teamwork, telling
your story, and taking action when it matters most. As book three of the Greystone Secrets series opens, the
Greystone kids have their mother back from the evil alternate world, and so does their friend Natalie. But no one
believes the danger is past. Then mysterious coins begin falling from unexpected places. They are inscribed with codes
that look just like what the Greystones’ father was working on before he died. And with the right touch, those symbols
transform into words: PLEASE LISTEN. And FIND US, SEE US, HELP US. . . . The coins are messengers, telling the
Greystones and their allies that their friends in the alternate world are under attack—and that the cruel, mindcontrolling forces are now invading the better world, too. After another spinning, sliding journey across worlds, the
Greystone kids must solve mysteries that have haunted them since the beginning: what happened when the Gustanos
were kidnapped, what created the alternate world, and how a group of mismatched kids can triumph once and for all
against an evil force that seems to have total control. The Shadow Children, the Complete Series Among the Hidden;
Among the Impostors; Among the Betrayed; Among the Barons; Among the Brave; Among the Enemy; Among the Free
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers To be a third child is to be in constant danger. Available for the ﬁrst time, a
boxed set of all seven books in the perennially popular Shadow Children series. Imagine a world where families are
allowed only two children. Illegal third children—shadow children—must live in hiding. If they are discovered, there is
only one punishment: Death. For the ﬁrst time, all seven books in this beloved and bestselling series are available
together in an attractive boxed set. Ideal for newcomers to the series and loyal fans alike, this collection includes
Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the Betrayed, Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the
Enemy, and Among the Free. Takeoﬀs and Landings Simon and Schuster A journey to the center of their hearts. Ever
since their father's sudden death eight years ago, Chuck and Lori's mom has spent most of her time on the road as a
motivational speaker, leaving them and their younger siblings in the care of their grandparents. But this trip is
diﬀerent; this time, their mother has invited Chuck and Lori along in an attempt to reconnect with her eldest--and now
most distant--children. Lori is so angry with her mother for her constant absence she can barely look at her, and
Chuck, as usual, tries to make himself invisible. From the start the trip seems doomed. But slowly, walls built up over
the years begin to show cracks. Laser-sharp glares are ﬁnally and painfully turned inward. And in the end secrets are
ﬁnally revealed--secrets that will change all of their lives forever.. Legacy and the Double Granity Studios Kobe
Bryant’s legacy of uplifting and inspiring young athletes continues in this highly anticipated follow-up to the #1 New
York Times bestseller Legacy and the Queen. Legacy Petrin is a national tennis champion, but she doesn’t feel like one.
At the orphanage where she grew up, far from the city where she learned to shine, Legacy struggles to focus on her
training. Her famous magical inner light dims and darkens until she barely recognizes herself. Then a girl who looks
exactly like Legacy—same burlap dress, same signature glow—starts playing in Legacy’s name. She wins matches in
the city, makes charming speeches in support of “Queen” Silla, and gains a devoted following. Soon, Silla issues a
decree against impersonating champions, which means that the real Legacy could be arrested simply for looking like
herself. To reclaim her name and her identity, Legacy has no choice but to compete in disguise . . . until she can rise
through the ranks, face oﬀ against her imposter, and prove that she is the one and only Legacy Petrin—a champion
who was born to shine. The Word Eater Capstone After he gets a sliver from a strange book, a young man transforms
into the Word Eater under the inﬂuence of the full moon. Sent Simon and Schuster In this exciting sequel to Found,
Jonah, Katherine, Alex and Chip are convinced by JB that they must travel back in time to 1483 to ﬁx history by
preventing a murderous plot against the young princes in order for disaster to be averted in the present day.
Remarkables HarperCollins New York Times bestselling author Margaret Peterson Haddix, the master of cliﬀhangers,
delivers a pulse-pounding mystery perfect for fans of Jacqueline West and Kat Yeh, full of secrets, surprises, and the
power of family. One minute they’re there: laughing and having fun at the house next door. The next minute, the teens
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are gone. Like magic. Marin can’t believe her eyes. Who are they? Can anyone else see them? What makes them so
happy? Marin is lonely in this new town of hers and eager to ﬁgure out more. Then she meets Charley, who reveals that
he knows about them, too. He calls them the “Remarkables.” Charley warns her to stay away from the
Remarkables—and him. Charley and Marin both have painful secrets they’re holding on to, but could solving the
mystery of the Remarkables help them both? In addition to building an intriguing world ﬁlled with mystery, Haddix also
grounds the story with real issues that many children face. Characters deal with the complexities of bullying, the guilt
children experience when parents have addiction issues, and the uplifting power found in strong families of all shapes
and sizes. Say What? Simon and Schuster When their parents begin saying the wrong thing every time six-year-old
Sukey and her older brothers misbehave, the children discover that it is a plot and ﬁght back with their own wrong
phrases. Torn Simon and Schuster Time travelers Jonah and Katherine arrive in 1611 to rescue John Hudson, son of the
explorer Henry Hudson, but soon Jonah and Katherine's knowledge of history is tested once again, and they fear that
more is at stake than just one boy's life. The Girl With 500 Middle Names Simon and Schuster Having been moved to an
aﬄuent area, Janie Samms feels out of place amongst all the rich kids in her school and so devises a way to cope with
her new surroundings by doing something totally original. Simultaneous. Don't You Dare Read This, Mrs. Dunphrey
Simon and Schuster Things are so bad, I feel like I'm going to explode if I don't do something... Everyone has to keep a
journal in Mrs. Dunphrey's English class, but the teacher has promised she won't read any entry marked "Do not read
this." It's the kind of assignment Tish Bonner, one of the girls with big hair who sit in the back row, usually wouldn't
take very seriously. But right now, Tish desperately needs someone to talk to, even if it's only a notebook she doesn't
dare let anyone read. As Tish's life spins out of control, the entries in her journal become more and more private...and
dangerous. Is she risking everything that matters to her by putting the truth on paper? And is she risking more by
keeping silent?
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